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Green Division

EDILFLOOR is a dynamic company, active since 1979.

Thanks to the creativity and inexhaustible passion of its President, Mr. Rinaldo Campagnolo, the company is characterized by a strong 
propensity to develop new products and applications.

EDILFLOOR has four product divisions: geosynthetics, industry, do-it-yourself, agriculture and livestock.

For the world of agriculture and zootechnics, the GREEN DIVISION of EDILFLOOR offers alternative and advantageous solutions that, with 
full respect for animal welfare, aim to satisfy the needs of farmers through patented products proposals and own branded technologies.

A capillary and an international network of distributors allows EDILFLOOR to quickly meet the needs of its customers. Sales team assistan-
ce and the availability of technical and commercial documentation are certainly among the keys to success.
EDILFLOOR responds to customers with advices on applications, laying methods, products and on-site assistance.

Thanks to its organized management for products in stock, EDILFLOOR is able to ensure quick shipments of goods even in busy season.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: FLORTEX® 20

ANIMAL WELFARE
In the last few years farmers have shown growing interest in organised stables where animals have specific areas for resting, watering, 
feeding and milking.

To this effect, proper feeding systems combined with comfortable resting solutions represent value added factors to enhance economical 
and hygienic advantages

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS FLORTEX® 20

 X Frequent abrasions;
 X difficult cow resting and natural movements patterns;
 X low hygiene.

 ✓ No abrasions;
 ✓ maximum resting cow comfort;
 ✓ easy cleaning and sanitization.

SYSTEMS COMPARISON 

FLORTEX® 20 SYSTEM

For a comfortable rest and animal welfare, EDILFLOOR offers the FLORTEX®20 system. It is a soft and resistant mattress for animal rest, 
specifically designed and patented to ensure the maximum animal comfort, high hygienic level and a greater milk production. Compared 
to traditional systems, FLORTEX®20 prevents from abrasions, leaving dry and clean the animal skin.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: FLORTEX® 20

MULTILAYER MATTRESS FOR COW COMFORT IN STALLS

FLORTEX® 20 is a needlepunched polypropylene non-woven mattress, without adhesives and chemical additives.  
 
It consists of superficial polypropylene non-woven layer and four polyethylene closed cell layers with a fiber glass net in the middle.  It is 
non-toxic and waterproof, with high resistance and low elongation, specifically designed to ensure cow comfort.
The well-being during rest leads to an increase of ruminant activities, milk production and an improving of cow health.

FLORTEX® 20

waterproofed 
surface

FLORTEX® 20 S
with nonwoven surface

FLORTEX® 20 SW 
with nonwoven surface partially waterproofed (about 50 cm).

STRUCTURE AND AVAILABLE VERSIONS

A polypropylene 
nonwoven layer at the top

A glass fiber net in the middle to 
distribute weights 

Four waterproofed polyethylene 
foam layers with closed cells 
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ANIMAL WELFARE: FLORTEX® 20

1 Mattress FLORTEX® 20 • dim. 125x18 cm
2 Spacer bar • dim. 170x6 cm
3 Fastening bar • dim. 170x3 cm, wall/ground fixing
4 Fastening bar with 3 holes • dim. 125x2 cm
5 Fastening bar with 4 holes • dim. 125x2 cm
6 Inox steel anchors• dim. 8x100 mm
7 Inox steel anchors • dim. 6x60 mm

5

4

3

2

6 7

1

INSTALLATION KIT

ADVANTAGES

COMFORTABLE
Enhances cow comfort rest and increa-
ses milk production.

DRAINING
drains liquids outside with a proper 
installation slope.

BREATHABLE 
Does not create moisture and prevents 
abrasions.

HYGIENIC
Easy to clean and sanitize.

Every FLORTEX® 20 mattress is layed one by one, close to one another.

It is easy to remove, because it is fixed to the concrete ground by inox steel bars and anchors.

FLORTEX® 20 is produced and sold in standard dimensions: 125x180 cm. It is also produced in different format according to the different 
customers needs.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: FLORTEX® 20

CHARACTERISTICS FLORTEX® 20 RUBBER
RUBBER AND 

POLYURETHANE  
FOAM

COMFORTABLE ««« «« «««

HEALTY ««« «« ««

BREATHABLE ««« « ««

DRAINING ««« ««« ««

HYGENIC «« ««« ««

LASTING «« ««« ««

WHY CHOOSE FLORTEX® 20

FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS

How can I clean FLORTEX® 20?  
The cleaning can be done with scraper and broom and the sanitization by sprea-
ding calcium carbonate or chopped straw/pellets.

How can I prevent water retention on  FLORTEX® 20? 
It is recommended to give a slope of approximately 3/4% to the concrete subfloor 
during its construction.

Does exisist a specific kind of stable suitable fro for FLORTEX® 20 installation? 
It is need a stable organized for bed sores in berth.

How long does FLORTEX® 20 last?
FLORTEX® 20 is an innovative product built with materials that can last well over 10 
years.

How are laid mats FLORTEX® 20? 
FLORTEX® 20 mats are fastened to the floor at a distance of 4 cm from the edge of 
the couch-bed with standard measure 125 cm wide and 180 cm long. Please note 
that FLORTEX® 20 can be produced in different format and it can be easily and 
manually customized directly on site.
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FORAGES STORAGE: FLORTEX® 55/160

FORAGES STORAGE
The choice of the best mowing period coupled with a fast drying and excellent forage conservation result in a  high quality product for 
feeding ruminants.

High pedigree cows, naturally predisposed to a high milk production, require increasingly accurate and the quality of fodder rations will be 
more and more the keystone of proper nutrition.

SYSTEMS COMPARISON 

TRADITIONAL SYSTEM FLORTEX® 55/160

 X Moldy pile and deteriorated forages;
 X poor quality forages, not suitable for feeding.

 ✓ Dry forage without mold;
 ✓ high quality forage perfect for feeding.

FLORTEX® 55/160 SYSTEM

EDILFLOOR believes in the importance of the correct and proper conservation of forages. FLORTEX® 55/160 is a long lasting and easy to 
use system,  specifically designed for this purpose. Thank to the transpiration effect,  it prevents from mold and it does not absorbe water 
cause it drains liquids.
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FORAGES STORAGE: FLORTEX® 55/160

FLORTEX® 55/160
BREATHABLE FABRIC FOR HAY, STRAW AND CORN STUBBLE PROTECTION

FLORTEX® 55/160 is a green polypropylene nonwoven of 160 g/m2, UV rays treated, breathable, specifically studied for hay, straw and corn 
stubble roundbales and bigbales cover.

ADVANTAGES

BREATHABLE
it facilitates transpiration and 
dispersion of condensate and moisture.

DRAINING AND
HYDROPHOBIC
it doesn’t absorb water and when 
installed at 45° water easily runs away.

RESISTENT
it resists to wind, to strains, 
to animal actions.

REUSABLE
it is reparable, reversible and it 
can be used for many seansons.

ACCESSORIES

321

1 Black Hook and loop tape 
2 Metal clips for lateral fastening
3 Green polypropylene screw for frontal fastening

FLORTEX® 55/160 nonwovens fastening can be made with a hook and loop tape while ground fixing can take place using galvanized iron 
pipe (diameter 1 inch), on which FLORTEX® can be rolled up and fixed with metal clips. On the front fastening can be carried out by special 
green polypropylene screws.
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FORAGES STORAGE: FLORTEX® 55/160

✓

45° laying
lateral fastening with 
metal clips and fontal 

fastening with green screw
do not create steps do not create troughs do not create flat surfaces

 

COMMON INSTALLATION MISTAKESCORRECT INSTALLATION TIPS

FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS 

What can I do to prevent mold in stacked bales?
The pile of bales must be placed on wooden pallets and must be carefully compo-
sed in pyramid according to the “scheme of combinations for correct storage” with 
FLORTEX® 55/160. The laying of FLORTEX® 55/160 with a 45 ° inclination allows 
water to flow downwards, prevents stagnation and therefore the onset of mold.

What types of bales can be piled up with the FLORTEX® 55/160 system?
FLORTEX® 55/160 is suitable for bales with 120cm diameters up to 180cm and for 
big bales too. It is important to lay the tarp very tighten with a proper slope of 45°.

What is the best method for spreading the FLORTEX® 55/160 on the pile?
Place the FLORTEX® 55/160 roll at the top of the stack. Afterwards, unroll it along 
the top of the pile. be careful to get it down on both sides so that it stays well 
stretched.

Number of bales to cover Width (m) Length (m) FLORTEX® roll size (m) 
(H x ∅)

54 6,15  25,00 1,45 x ∅ 0,40

60 9,80 12,50 1,25 x ∅ 0,40

120 12,20 15,00 1,50 x ∅ 0,47

150 15,00 12,20 1,50 x ∅ 0,47

210 17,50 12,20 1,45 x ∅ 0,50

341* 17,50 12,20 1,45 x ∅ 0,50

EDILFLOOR manufactures packages ideal for handling, transport and storage (or warehousing). 
Thanks to special technologies, the sheets can be folded and possibly spliced with seams very resistant to reach heights up to 8.30 m.  
Standard bales with a diameter of 1.50/1.60 m and length 1.20 m: “big bales” standard 0.90 x 2.10 x 1.10 m.

*bigbales

SIZES
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FORAGES STORAGE: FLORTEX® 55/160

COMBINATION FOR A CORRECT STORAGE

BALLS

BALLS

BALLS

15 m

12,20 m

17,50 m

12,20 m
BALLS

BALLS

BALLS

17,50 m

12,20 m

6,15 m

25 m

9,80 m

12,50  m

 

12,20 m

15 m

FLORTEX® 55/160:

numerous sizes,
several combinations

How should I anchor the fabric for preventing the pile uncovering? 
FLORTEX® 55/160 has to be fixed laterally to iron tubes 1 inch diameter 
using special metal clips. For increasing the stability of tarp, it can be 
used a wire directly insided the tube and fixing it to the pallet under the 
pile. FLORTEX® 55/160 should be fixed also in the front of the pile by using 
polypropylene screws or hook and loop tape.

How can I cover a large pile? 
Overlap the tarps and join each other by using hook an look tape. Then, 
all the pieces can be easily recovered for the next season.
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COMPOST AND WOOD CHIPS COVERING: FLORTEX® 55/300

FLORTEX® 55/300
BREATHABLE FABRIC FOR COMPOST AND 
WOODCHIPS COVER

FLORTEX® 55/300 is a 300 g/m2 green polypropylene nonwoven, 
UV treated, breathable and specially designed for compost 
maturation and woodchips protection.

ACCESSORIES

ADVANTAGES

BREATHABLE
it facilitates transpiration and 
dispersion of condensate and moisture.

DRAINING AND
HYDROPHOBIC
it doesn’t absorb water and when 
installed at 45° water easily runs away.

RESISTANT
it resists to wind, to strains, 
to animal actions.

REUSABLE
it is reparable, reversible and it 
can be used for many seansons.

FLORTEX® 55/300  fastening can be made with a hook and loop tape while ground fixing can tbe done by using silobag around the heap 
perimeter.

1 Black Hook and loop tape 
2 Silobag 

21
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COMPOST AND WOOD CHIPS COVERING: FLORTEX® 55/300

FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS What can I do to prevent mold of wood chips? 

The pile must be carefully build with a pyramid shape. Moreover, the tarp must be 
layed with a 45° slope in order to allow water to flow down. In this way it avoids the 
water stagnation and the occurrence of undesirable molds, remaining breathable..

What are the benefits of FLORTEX® 55/300 for the compost covering? 
FLORTEX® 55/300 promotes rapid moisture of the compost due to its breathable 
function, prevents the formation of unwanted mold and let the rainwater flow to 
bottom of the pile.

How should I anchor the tarp for preventing the pile uncovering?
FLORTEX® 55/300 must be blocked laterally through silobag.

How can I cover a large pile? 
Overlap the tarps and join each other by using hook an look tape. Then, all the 
pieces can be easily recovered for the next season.
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COMPOST AND WOOD CHIPS COVERING: FLORTEX® 55/300

EDILFLOOR manufactures packages ideal for handling, transport and storage (or warehousing). Thanks to innovative technologies 
FLORTEX® nonwovens can be stitched and folded in handy and small rolls and joined with a hook and loop tape.

Width of the fabric (m) Length of the fabric (m) FLORTEX® roll size (m) 
(H x ∅)

3,00  50,00 1,55 x ∅ 0,55

6,00 50,00 2,10 x ∅ 0,65

SIZES
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SILAGES CONSERVATION: FLORTEX® 55/500

SILAGES CONSERVATION

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS FLORTEX® 55/500

 X Slippery and non-compliant anchoring system;
 X materials that create stagnant water and insect 

proliferation;
 X pierceable layer from hail and birds.

 ✓ Fast and easy anchoring system;
 ✓ walkable, non-slip, safe and durable;
 ✓ resistant to tensile, tear, perforation. repairable in case of 

need.

The covering systems for silage trenches are constantly evolving. Initially, the covering was made only with simple soil, than with one plastic 
film, after that with many plastic films and protective nets together with different anchoring systems.

SYSTEMS COMPARISON

FLORTEX® 55/500 SYSTEM 

For this purpose, EDILFLOOR proposes FLORTEX® 55/500: an easy-to-lay coverage system, reusable for several seasons, walkable and 
repairable, which allows the use of a single waterproof film anchored to the perimeter with SILOBAG.
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SILAGES CONSERVATION: FLORTEX® 55/500

FLORTEX® 55/500
BREATHABLE FABRIC FOR SILAGE PROTECTION

FLORTEX® 55/500 is a 500 g/m2 green polypropylene nonwo-
ven, UV treated, specially designed for protection of barrier film 
above the silage.

ANTI-SLIP
it is walkable and safe.

PROTECTIVE
it resists to animal actions 
and hailstorms.

RESISTANT
it resists to wind, strains.

REUSABLE
it is reparable, reversible and it 
can be used for many seasons.

FLORTEX® 55/500  can be rolled up manually or using an electric combined system. Fabrics can be joined 
each other with a hook and loop tape while the anchorage on the ground can be done by laying silobags 
along the perimeter of the pile.

1 Black hook and loop tape 
2 Silobag 

1 2

ACCESSORIES

ADVANTAGES
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SILAGES CONSERVATION: FLORTEX® 55/500

EDILFLOOR manufactures packages ideal for handling, transport and storage (or warehousing). Thanks to innovative technologies 
FLORTEX® nonwovens can be stitched and folded in handy and small rolls and joined with a hook and loop tape.

Width (m) Length (m) Peso per rotolo (kg) FLORTEX® roll size (m) 
(H x ∅)

3,00 40 60 1,55 x ∅ 0,55

3,00 50 75 1,55 x ∅ 0,60

3,00 60 90 1,55 x ∅ 0,65

4,00 40 80 2,05 x ∅ 0,60

4,00 50 100 2,05 x ∅ 0,64

4,00 60 120 2,05 x ∅ 0,70

6,00 10 30 2,05 x ∅ 0,35

6,00 40 120 2,05 x ∅ 0,70

6,00 50 150 2,05 x ∅ 0,80

6,00 60 180 2,05 x ∅ 0,84

SIZES

LE DOMANDE 
PIU’ FREQUENTI According to EDILFLOOR, what is the best method to cover a trench of silage?

EDILFLOOR suggests the simplest and most effective system that considerably 
limits the loss of time during covering operations:

 ✓ laying of the film on the side walls;
 ✓ doing a homogeneous compaction of the silage in particular on the trench 

ridge;
 ✓ giving a convex shape to the trech and creating a slope that avoids 

stagnation of water;
 ✓ laying a good quality barrier film in contact with the silage;
 ✓ laying FLORTEX® 55/500 to protect the barrier film;
 ✓ anchoring FLORTEX® 55/500 along the perimeter of the trench with silobag 

filled with round gravel.
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SILAGES CONSERVATION: FLORTEX® 55/500

SUGGESTED COVERING

FLORTEX® 55/500

BARRIER FILM

LATERAL FILM

SILOBAG

HOOK AND LOOP 
TAPE

SILAGE
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